Western Red Cedar

Fencing

Now that you are planning for a fence, you’re probably surprised at the variety of fences and styles available.
Fences have designed to keep pets and children in and trespassers out, to establish boundary lines, and provide privacy. They have advantages far
beyond mere definition of your property lines. A well designed fence can set a mood, change an entrance, guard against accidents in and around
your pool and provides a handsome backdrop for plants or barbecues.
There are picket fences of every style imaginable, Shadowbox fences for semi privacy
and solid board fences for more complete privacy. There is no limit to the type of fences
you can design to best fulfill your requirements and show off your home at its best.
Don’t see the style or design that you have been
dreaming of? No problem, give us an idea of what
you have in mind and we will do our best to make
your dreams become a reality.

order fencing in

6 easy steps
1. Section Styles

Shadowbox - privacy and airflow

Privacy - privacy and security

Picket - Classic style

Picket - classic style

2. Section Tops

3. Picket Profiles

4. Board Width___ Spacing___
5. Post Caps
6. Fence
Height ___

Flat

Pyramid

Pyramid French Gothic
(Copper)
(Post Top)

Why Make Western Red Cedar your Choice?
It is, above all, a wood of exceptional beauty!

W

estern Red Cedar is a vital part of
our outdoor lifestyle. As a Fencing material, real Western Red Cedar
is still the natural choice of value-minded
homeowners. For some very natural reasons,
Cedar is a living legend for its “grown-in-the-wood”
resistance to moisture, decay and insect damage. Cedar also has exceptional dimensional stability. It lays
flat, stays straight, retains fasteners and provides a firm base for many types of stains and paints. Properly
finished and installed, it could be the last fence your home will ever need.

“Tree of Life”

the

D

utiful, yes but beautiful too, in its natural, unfinished state it has a richly textured, tactile grain combined with a palette of warm, mellow tones ranging from light amber to honey brown. Cedar offers
a timeless complement to any architectural style, from traditional to contemporary. It also remains
subtly aromatic, and the characteristic fragrance of cedar adds another dimension to its universal appeal.
Put Nature on your side with “Today’s Cedar” and enjoy the lasting prestige that imitators can only hint at.

Elegance and charm is the way to describe our
fine Picket Fences. For generations, spaced Picket
Fences have been a standing favorite in front yards,
back yards, around your pool, and garden fences.
This simple, but stylishly distinguished fence
will enhance your home by
adding beauty, security, and value.
Classic Picket Fence

5’ H 1”x 4” Dog Ear Pickets top

Classic Picket
“In addition to the
fine workmanship,
we were most
impressed with the
quality of materials
used on our Red
Cedar board fence.”
–Tripp

4’ H 1x4 Gothic picket with concave top

“We love our Cedar
Shadowbox Fence,
the Cedar wood
has a very unique
and yet beautiful
appearance.”
–Rachel

Shadowbox

Often referred to as
the “friendly neighbor
fence” because of the same
appearance on both sides. A
Shadowbox Fence will increase
both your privacy and security without
that “closed in’’ feeling. This is a great fence
for a confined area or if excessive wind is a
problem. Each board is overlapped to give privacy
yet lets the air flow through.

Quality Privacy Fence is a product that
can be used to increase the living area
of your home. Screen out unsightly
surroundings, or add security and
privacy to your patio or backyard.

Privacy

“The Red Cedar
Privacy Fence is
awesome in our
backyard, it looks
like a million
bucks.”–Fisher

Arbors & Pergolas
“We purchased
several sections
of Gothic top Picket
Fence with a straight
top that graces the back
of our yard surrounding
my “Tranquility Garden”.
We also purchased a beautiful Cedar Arbor with a 4 ft. wide
gate with a concave top, and two 4
ft. wide sections (with concave top) for
either side of the arbor. The arbor is placed
where all can see as an invitation to our home.
My husband and I feel blessed to have found such kind
folks who give quality workmanship to everything they do. “
–Trisha & Jim
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